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UNIQUE BRACKET DESIGN

Brackets are concealed within the rail structure, providing a clean finished 
look. One bracket is used for all applications level, stair, and angled 
installations; simply cut the bracket at the an angle for the desired installation. 

EASE OF INSTALLATION

Transform level and stair balusters attach quickly and easily with mounting 
adapters, saving time by eliminating the need for tedious nailing or screwing 
each baluster into the railing. This innovative baluster adapter works in level 
and stair rail configurations and saves valuable installation time!  

STATE-OF-THE-ART RESALITE® CORE WITH ACRYLIC CAP

Unlike Wood Plastic Composites, Resalite contains no wood or organic 
fibers. Weather resistent and strong, Resalite won’t absorb water or rot, 
and resists discoloration, fading, and sagging. Transform provides superior 
strength and dependability in a product that is as easy to work with as 
traditional materials. 
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For more information on our Transform® Resalite® Railing or our other vinyl, steel, or aluminum products, visit us 
online at www.rdirail.com or call us a 877-420-7245.
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STYLE OPTIONS

Select your beam kit and top rail style in 4 available color options; bottom 
rail is optional for use. LED lighted post caps and Under-Rail lighting install 
easily to light up your cable install!

SPECIALLY DESIGNED CABLE FITTINGS 

Stainless steel cable fittings come in both level and stair options packed 
for 36" finished rail height or 42" finished rail height. Our stair fittings swivel 
upward or downward for your stair angle, allowing you to insert the fitting 
straight, and angle in the direction needed for your stairs without worrying 
about installing the fitting at an angle.  

MID BALUSTER SUPPORT

Color matched to the cable, the mid baluster support (required for spans 
over 42") easily mounts to the top rail and can be mounted directly to the 
optional bottom rail, or if not using bottom rail, to your deck. 


